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Introduction
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This essay is about anthropomorphism and the anxiety for humanized
computers. Brought up are aspects of the computer that do inﬂuence
the relation between human and machine. The use of metaphors in
interfaces, the role of intelligence, emotions, interactivity and ability to
speak are discussed. But should we feel anxiety for the intelligence of
the machine, or should we be afraid of ourselves?

To give a structural overview of the content of this essay, my writings
are divided into a few paragraphs as showed below.
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After this very general introduction to the subject and its content,
I consider it as appropriate to introduce the various persons and
projects I refer to within my writings.

You
Reader of this essay, referred to as ‘you’ or ‘one’.
I (me, mine, my)
User of a Macintosh-computers since 1992: starting with a Classic,
followed up by Performa 5320, PowerBook 180, PowerBook 520c,
PowerMac G3 Blue & White, PowerBook G4 Titanium and ended
so far with a PowerBook G4 17”. Never had a Windows-pc. Loves
his computer, questions the advantages of Mac OS X, has nostalgic
feelings for the classic operating system. Has some anxiety for the
terminal.
‘Bruce’ (for this project)
Actually that is my computer -the last one in row- the computer
that has been used to write this essay. It is the computer which
performed within my project installation ‘Victoria, Bruce & You’, in
accompanied by pzibook ‘Victoria’. Normally my computer carries the
name PowerBook-XL, referring to its oversized screen and clumsy
portable being.
Donald Norman
Usability guru, cognitive scientist, ofﬁcial grumpy old man, and
author of books like, ‘Emotional Design’ and ‘The Invisible Computer’.
Famous for criticizing designers and their autistic design-approach
in his ‘Design of Everyday Things’. He does that quite convincing
and it is funny to read as well, but one can question his motivation
of writing a book about aesthetics as economical selling point in his
latest book ‘Emotional Design’.
Bram Perry
Graduated as Bachelor of Art and Technology in Design Technology
at the Faculty of Art and Design at the Utrecht Academy of Arts
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(HKU). His thesis was actually a declaration of love to his Windowspc. Something I just can not imagine, but the essay brings up some
relevant issues regarding human-computer interaction.
Marvin Minsky
Is a professor emeritus at MIT, in this essay his writings about human
capacities and thinking machines are referred to which are part of
a large number of publications of Minsky in the ﬁeld of cognitive
psychology, mathematics, computational linguistics, robotics and
artiﬁcial intelligence. In this short bibliography it is inevitable not to
mention his Society of Mind theories, published in the book ‘The
Society of Mind’. A theory about the construction of the human
intelligence as being a layering of mindless objects, forming
together a complex systems which uses interaction between all the
parts of the mind to form the actual intelligence. The early versions
of this theory were developed in the seventies, in collaboration with
Seymour Papert.
Ann Meskens
Belgian philosopher Ann Meskens gave a lecture during the
Premselagelezing 2006 on Thursday May 11 in the Beurs van
Berlage in Amsterdam, about the relation of humans with things.
Her perspective on this subject is quite refreshing and not so much
from the point of view of the ‘designer’ and the paradigms that come
with that approach.
Alan Turing
In relation to the subject of human-computer interaction it is almost
unavoidable to refer to the work of Turing, well known outside the
computer-world for hist Turing test proposed in the 1950’s. The Turing
test as is described in Turings paper ‘Computing machinery and
intelligence’, should be executed using a human who is determining
during a “teletype mediated” conversation with a machine and a
human, which of those is a machine or human. The machine is able
to pass the test when the judge is not able to distinguish human
from machine.
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Eliza
Is a so called therapist, making fun out of the counseling ‘person
centered therapy’ invented by Carl Rogers. ‘Eliza’ is a program
for the computer, developed in 1966 by Joseph Weizenbaum
which performed some kind of communication between ‘patient’
and ‘therapist’ mainly using much of the user-input as an output.
Repeating mainly what the patient ‘says’ (writes) to ‘spit’ that out
again, the suggestion of some form of intelligence is there. Referred
to in relation to the ‘Eliza-effect’ and in relation to the development
of my personal thematic project.
Randy Harris & Paula Loewen
People in the ﬁeld of theoretical context of computation or
technologies related to digital objects. Those two wrote an
interesting piece about anthropomorphism which is relevant in
relation to my writings for this essay. Harris (Professor of Rhetoric
and Professional Writing) and Loewen are related to the University
of Waterloo (Ontario, Canada) to the Department of English. Within
their writings the authors try to “stitch together” rhetoric, philosophy
and interaction design in relation to anthropomorphism and -as they
write in their introduction- opposing them to an inﬂuential position in
graphic-user-interface theory and practice. The text I refer to formed
the basis of a presentation during a congress of the knowledge
society “Canadian Association of Teachers of Technical Writing”
(CCTW 2002 in Toronto CA).
Ben Schneiderman
Referred to by Harris and Loewen in their text also. Schneiderman is
a usability guru, just like grumpy old Norman. He is a (self declared)
pioneer in the ﬁeld of information visualization and his main research
interests are in the ﬁeld of human-computer interaction. I refer in
this essay to some of his statements in relation to the pros and cons
of anthropomorphism in interface designs of operating systems. To
clarify his position within this ﬁeld: he is not a proponent of the process
of further humanizing the interaction of humans with computers.
Schneiderman is Professor in the Department of Computer Science
and founder of the human-computer interaction laboratory.
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Renson van Tilborg
Van Tilborg is an author, journalist and scenario writer. He mainly
writes about design issues and he works for various design-related
magazines as a freelance journalist. Besides that he also work for
the Dutch Design Foundation Premsela. In my essay I only refer to
him as a criticizer of the work of Ann Meskens, in order to restore a
healthy balance between ‘design’-minded people and philosophers.
Byron Reeves & Clifford Nass
Both authors of the popular publication ‘The Media Equation’, a
book that explains “how people treat computers, television and new
media like real people and places.” I refer to it in order to construct
a theoretical background for the assumption that humans do treat
computers as fellow humans (in some degree). Reeves is Professor
of Communication at the Standford University and Clifford Nass is
Associate Professor of Communication at the same university. Both
professors are consultants in new media and computing.
Stuart Watt
Is convinced about the functionality of anthropomorphism in
interfaces, for that reason I refer to his writings about that subject.
He completed some essays on that ﬁeld of research when he was
working at the Human Cognition Research Laboratory of The Open
University in Milton Keyne. Nowadays Watt is reader at the Robert
Gordon University, School of Computing in Aberdeen.
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Before I will make a start with the essay, in this paragraph I will
explain how the subject of my writings has been selected. My essay
describes the aspect of anthropomorphism in the interaction between
human and machine. The title was there ﬁrst, I liked the alliteration
of the three M’s. I am an aesthetician, getting exited by the idea of
seeing that on the cover of the essay. Before I started searching for
literature, related writings, interesting theses and relevant essays for
the writings for my own essay, I made a list of objects and machines I
interact with during a day. For readability reasons and relevance, this
list is not included in this essay. After having completed the task it
was quite clear that my initial title with the three M’s was not a bad
choice after all. The linguistic starting point functioned as a natural
ﬁlter. Which resulted in a shortlist of objects. With that shortlist in
mind and with the ongoing development of my thematic project
instrument, it was obvious for me to select only one machine: my
computer. Since my ﬁrst project it has been my intention to write an
essay which subject is strongly related to the theme in my practical
assignment. The style of my essay is informal and has a practical
‘experience-based’ starting point for each paragraph, from where I
search for a meaningful theoretical context.
What I found out during the research to the subject is that there
is a lot of literature about anthropomorphism, but a lot of the
writings contain the same references and ﬂoat around the same
values. Recursively the work of Turing came up, as well as Joseph
Weizenbaum’s Eliza. Besides those two the works of Stuart Watt,
Ben Schneiderman, and the authors Nass and Reeves (aka ‘The
Media Equation’) is much referred to. In my work you will see those
inevitable though relevant and interesting references as well. •
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I am aware that my computer is a dead object.
Nothing could be considered as living within the
polished aluminum box.
My computer can automatically execute tasks,
which has the effect that
the computer seems to
contain some kind of
aliveness. It is all projection of us human beings,
wanting to recognize
something of ourselves in
dead objects. As Donald
Norman describes it
perfectly with the title
“turn signals are the facial
expressions of automobiles” of his similar named
book. The front and back
side of cars show some
similarities with human
faces. There is the symmetric with the two eyes
beside the nose, above
the mouth. Translated
into the visual vocabulary
to describe cars with:
the two headlights are
positioned alongside the
grille, the shaped hood
which is heading towards
the perfectly designed
label on the front, the
lines continue bending
downwards to the bumper.
Interesting and telling to
see us using the mirror
again: invoke human
characteristics to describe
these emotional objects.

In this paragraph the boundaries are set for the essay, by pointing
out important objects and subjects. Lets deﬁne the object which
was initially selected in the previous paragraph, look at its various
functions and the relation of the human with the machine.
According to the Oxford American Dictionary the meaning of the
word ‘machine’ is: “an apparatus using or applying mechanical power
and having several parts, each with a deﬁnite function and together
performing a particular task.” Although technically speaking a
computer is hardly a machine, there is almost no “transmission of
force” or “directing a force to a speciﬁc application.” Other sources
write in addition to that, also organic devices could be considered
as machines; as long as there is either a transmit or modiﬁcation of
energy taking place within the system to “assist in the performance
of tasks.” Due to the versatility of the term computer, we can call
the computer a “universal information-processing” machine, which
is according to a well-known digital encyclopedia “designed for
manipulating data according to a list of instructions known as a
program.” Intelligence, emotion and interactivity are not mentioned
in the deﬁnitions. I do not want to go further into the description
precise of the objects. The emphasis should be on the relation
between the two.
What about that relation, literally physically? I touch the machine very
often, carry it around, talk to it, being angry about its behavior, feeling
happy when it completes a task perfectly in time. Felt ashamed when
the paint started ﬂaking off. I like being behind my Mac, though I still
consider the machine as a machine and not so much as another
entity. I do not know how to describe the relation between me and
my computer. Reading a declaration of love -being a graduation
thesis- of Bram Perry to his computer, he describes his relation as
follows: “For me it is not just a simple machine, but more a friend or
family member.” In his essay he questions the role of the interface
designer when it comes to reﬂecting our behavior in the visuality of
the operating system. A more philosophical approach to the subject
of engaging relations with dead objects, was subject of a lecture
during of the Belgian (Flemish) philosopher Ann Meskens. Although
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it is very hard to do something practical with the words of Meskens,
it was her intention to start a dialogue between philosophers and
designers, according to author and editor Renson van Tilborg in
an essay about “from the people and the things.” Meskens signals
that contemporary ethici do not care about our relation with the
objects that surround us. According the the Belgian philosopher the
relations between people, the eco-system, an animal or the nature
are used as a ﬁeld of expertise for those ehtici. Where Norman is
mainly interested and focussed on the design of everyday things in
his similar named book, Meskens is more interested in the relation
we have with the everyday object. In Meskens’s lecture it became
very clear that in the history of philosophy there has been no space
for the ‘thing’. As author Van Tilborg quotes Meskens in his essay I
referred to previously: “Where things became subject of philosophy,
then it was mainly in the context of negativity and the things stood
in the way for the road the wisdom.” Rejecting materiality or the love
for objects is too easy. Meskens considers it more interesting to
embrace the object and the relations we have with it. To relate this
to the relation of me and my computer it is perhaps more relevant
what Meskens writes about the meaning of design or the so called
‘decorum’ (social function, I will refer to later: “behavior in keeping
with good taste and propriety”). And maybe she is right when she
describes some fancy designed objects, which do not particular
need the form or shape to function as they do. She labels that as
object-fetishism. Although functionality plays an important role in
the need for a speciﬁc object, the emotional appealing is the most
basic reaction towards an object. Hating it or loving it and keeping
it or leaving it therefore determines wether one will obtain an object
or not. The ‘unseen’ emotional value of the object, which is left aside
for a long time in ‘computer-land’ according to Meskens, is important
and interesting for both designers and philosophers. The quality of
the design is not an issue either in this case. When an objects by
its functioning or its being brings up a strong emotion, that reaction
will inﬂuence the relation with the object. Besides the superﬁcial
surface of the design, the underlaying ‘system’ can also inﬂuence
the relation with an object by steering your emotions. Objects
humans have a strange and strong relation with is the computer.
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Although I fell for its aesthetics, the way the machine functions has
more inﬂuence on my relation with it. It happens often that people
use violence against their computer, hitting the screen or smashing
their keyboards. Either that has to do with the functioning of the
machine (crashing applications, stuttering hardware) or something
related to its functionality (unpleasant chat session, annoying e-mail
from the boss, et cetera).
Lets keep function and functionality separated: the function of the
object in this case has not so much to do with what it is actually
capabilities of doing ‘things’: its functionality. Is that relevant here?
Yes, I do think so and let me clarify that. The functionality of the
computer is very broad. In relation to this essay, that is obviously not
the most interesting part and I will set it aside. The function of the
machine then. You can look at it from different angels. Functions can
be attached to it during the design process, or afterwards by the owner
of the object and that can deviate from the ‘preproduced-function’.
An interesting approach to that is part of the ‘Emotional Design’theory, spread by Norman through is similar named book. Norman
writes in the ﬁrst chapters of his book about “objects containing
aspects.” What he actually means is that an object has a build-in
‘social’ function. Actually he is even more distinct: all objects contain
multiple aspects which played a role in the process of obtaining the
object, or afterwards during the time of owning a speciﬁc object.
Some objects clearly reﬂect the personality of the user; Norman
labels those objects as “reﬂective designs.” As an example he gives
an average Macintosh computer. By owning such a computer, the
object itself -without being active- sends out the message of being
part of the self-image of the owner. The computer communicates
a message, without even being turned on. In that sense there is a
social function attached to the object. I want to emphasize that the
object is not really social itself, but our humanizing capabilities cause
the idea that the computer is a social and emotional object. Simply
because it reﬂects ourselves (or we think it does), and because
humans have the idea that objects contain a level of behavior or
characteristics (wether they are there or not is a question), which
shows similarities with our own being. And that process of projection
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or deliberate implementing characteristics is caused by our
behavior. Relations with objects are deﬁned by human parameters,
we use ourselves constantly to reﬂect our relation of an object with:
anthropomorphism.
The explanation of this word is “the attribution of human
characteristics or behavior to a god, animal, or object.” That explains
the exact meaning of the term and in relation to this essay you have
to see this as a human need to project these human characteristics
and behavior on dead objects like for instance a computer. Beside
the projection if imaginable human-like aspects there is also the part
of intended implementation of anthropomorphic qualities in humancomputer interaction being a part of the operating system of the
computer. There has been done a lot of research to the reasons of
why humans have the need to be able to ‘understand’ the opposite
party it deals with. What is assumed in general as the basics of our
social behavior is that we as humans react to everything as if it is
a human. So also our interaction with objects is based on humanhuman communication, where the social aspect is a critical factor.
Understanding the meaning of things creates understanding when it
comes to interaction and it is our human behavior that drives us into
trying to understand the world around us. The next step is to connect
this to a media context. To use the connection Bram Perry in his
essay is exploring: “People react in a social manner to technology.”
Words from the authors Clifford Nass and Byron Reeves and their
‘The Media Equation’ publication of 1996. Reeves and Nass state in
their writings that the relation and the interaction between human
and computer is based on social principles. I do not want to go too
much into sociology or psychology, but in general Perry extracts
from their writings that Reeves and Nass see that humans behave
themselves in relation to computers as if it is human. Always similar,
regardless what ethnic background, social environment, or cultural
development. Just like the title of their publication clariﬁes: “how
people treat computers, television and new media like real people
and places.”
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Although the “psychological and sociological complexities of the
relationship” between human and computer is for certain far more
difﬁcult as I describe in this essay, for my statement it is more
important to use some general assumptions. In ‘The Media Equation’
Reeves and Nass state that we have difﬁculties to understand
relatively ‘new’ media with our ‘old’ brains. Our imagination lets us
get lost in ﬁctional worlds, and accept that as the replaced reality.
So talking to computers, interacting with the dead object as if it is
human is “natural, very social behavior” by trying to “place things
in their context, understanding things, interpreting continuously,
it is all unconscious behavior.” We accept a lot of things “for real,
unless we try to remember ourselves actively and consciously that
speciﬁc things are not part of the reality”, according to Perry that is
costing too much energy and people are by nature easily and to fool
and distracted. “It is an automatic reaction for humans, to presume
that things that look real, are real indeed.” And since we as humans
are used to deal with other humans in a social way and since we
are also social in our behavior towards objects and media (treating
computers almost as fellow humans), the idea that computers having
human characteristics or behavioral aspects does not distresses us.
Anthropomorphism is a fact, it is part of our ‘programmed’ behavior.
We see “things as people”, just like Stuart Watts desribes it, who I
will refer to later on within my writings. So can you be against it? Or
can you be against further humanizing computer-human interaction?
One can at least be afraid of anthropomorphic characteristics. In
normal language it means: being afraid of ﬁctional characters or
objects which contain human aspects.
If I use the word humanization, depending on the context I mean:
computer becoming more human in the way it behaves, is programmed.
In other contexts I use the term to address the increasing number
of one-on-one similarities in the world of the desktop metaphor in
comparison with the real world. Or humanization is strengthening the
anthropomorphic aspects deliberately, to appeal to our natural social
animal group behavior. •
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It could be related to
my object fetishism. My
unhealthy attraction to
beautiful things. Or was
it the computer that said
“Hello, welcome to Macintosh”? Or was it that
the computer showed a
smiling face when starting
up? When sick showing a
crying, deeply saddened
face with x-eyes on a
black screen with the
tune of death sounding
in the background? What
was that was appealing?
The imperfectness? Till
now every Mac I bought
had huge problems (from
paint issues, to failing
RAM, SCSI-cards and
hard drives) that I forgave
immediately after a heavy
curse? Did all these
issues drove me into
hesitation when I had to
sell my scaled and damaged, cracking and noisy
TiBook?

Should we enlarge the gap between simpliﬁed usability qualities
and the complexity of the underlaying technology of the actual process? Speaking to a computer seems quite simple: you speak and
the computer listens and processes’ the command. But the distance
between saying the command “Open this folder” and the actual
underlaying action, is becoming larger when adding more layers of
humanizing ‘noise’ on top of it. The same thing for a graphical user
interface. That is also humanizing the actual dirty work in the terminal. It makes the operating system more fun to work with, but it again
enlarges the gap between action and operation. In this paragraph
the case of anthropomorphism: the pros and the cons.
I do not think it is the case of being against anthropomorphism or
in favor of it. As I wrote before: it is not a relevant question, it is our
human behavior that should be changed fundamentally in order to
get rid of this social way of interacting with objects. We use objects
as mirrors of ourselves and our behavior, we like to recognize something human in the objects we surround ourselves with. The literature I read about the issue of human-computer interaction did not
mention the social behavior of the human regarding objects in their
environment. The naturally of anthropomorphic aspects is not acknowledged, the essays I will refer further on treat it as a case being
in favor of or being against anthropomorphism in interface design.
A useful tool during the research for literature has been the website
of anthropomorphism.org, which provided an overview of relevant
literature and links. Listed there was an essay from Randy Harris
and Paula Loewen (who also mention the relevance of ‘The Media
Equation’ in relation to anthropomorphism) from the University of
Waterloo. The authors claim that it is pointless being ‘against’ anthropomorphism and that it is not worth the effort of trying to avoid
that in the process of humanizing the computer interface. Their argument is that “users will orient toward them (computer interface) as
if they were people anyway.” Although the title of their essay may
set the reader on the wrong foot (anti-anthropomorphism and interface design), further in their introduction the authors claim that it
is “so wrong” of be in “general hostile towards anthropomorphism”,
although that seems the “inﬂuential tendency.”
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Lets see what the arguments are against the ‘humanization’ of the
computer. Reading the essay from Harris and Loewen brought me
to Ben Schneiderman (another usability guru) and his publication
‘Designing the user interface’. Schneiderman’s opinion is entitled
as “The Orthodoxy of interface design.” Schneiderman neglects the
idea of humanization in the operating system, he consider it is only
suitable for children. The group of people who likes to see faces
in almost every object they meet. To quote Schneiderman literally:
“There is a great temptation to have computers ‘talk’ as though they
were people.” He reasons that computers are not human and therefore one should not try to anthropomorphize these objects. Besides
that simplistic argument he notices that when it comes to adults,
only in objects with “special attraction” (like computers and cars) the
intention to humanize is there again.
It becomes more interesting when Schneiderman supports his
statement with arguments. Schneiderman arguments that we
should not humanize computers because that could ‘scare’ its users,
since you “mislead” them. Interesting: anxiety, the same anxiety for
new technology and the “misleading sense of security” is brought
up by Norman in his book ‘Emotional Design’, where I will refer to
later on. Besides that Schneiderman’s opinion about the stupidity
of computers and the propagation against anthropomorphism, is
contrary to what the previous introduced Marvin Minsky writes in a
paper about thinking computers. I will bring that up later on, to keep
it structured here.
Further on in the writings of Harris and Loewen the arguments used
by Schneiderman to decline anthropomorphism in human-computer
interaction are more structured. Schneiderman states that people
have the intention to treat non-human things as human-like. Something that is inevitable, as I understood ‘The Media Equation’ correctly. Computers are not human, that is a correct observation by
Schneiderman. And therefore it is wrong to support this behavior.
Because one can end up being disappointed in technology. According to Harris and Loewen, Schneiderman is right about the fact that
anthropomorphism can be seen as a unsophisticated almost “primi-
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tive” behavior. Instead of using these characteristics as something
negative, Harris and Loewen think that these aspects can be used
as an advantage in the ﬁeld of human-computer interaction.
Finally Harris and Loewen conclude that Schneiderman’s theory
about anthropomorphism being “a weakness that can corrupt interfaces by breeding unrealistic expectations”, is exactly the “reversed
reality.” They empower their statement by adding: “that computers
do not behave enough like humans, which is not the fault of their
circuits but of their coding. They need to be better designed.” Anthropomorphism is primitive: “it taps into cognitive structures, and
it helps to understand our interaction with the objects on a more
fundamental level.”
Other advantages of the use of the already existing social behavior
of a human being when it comes to human-computer interaction, is
mentioned by Perry in his essay on interface design. Why should one
go in against nature if you can bent this anthropomorphic aspect into
an advantage? Computers do not have to look like humans and the
interface should not have to react like a human with lots of emotions.
For the design the human-computer interaction the designer should
take the “unconscious social behavior and approach” of the human in
account. Simply live up to the unexpressed expectations of its users.
But what about the machines?
Cognitive scientist Norman has an opinion, which in this case complies with what Harris and Loewen state in their essay. Norman
deﬁnes contemporary computers as “cold and logical machines.”
In his opinion they should not be like that, “emotions: not just for
animals and people.” The relation between human and computer can
be strengthened when the interaction is more social and emotional,
fundamental and human. Norman was not into the emotional aspect,
that changed suddenly when he signaled that (as he states it) “emotion sells”, with that argument he was able to justify his publication
on ‘Emotional Design’. Which contains a few chapters about machine emotions, where I will refer to later on.
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Some last words from professor Stuart Watt from the Robert Gordon University, School of Computing. He considers anthropomorphism is something that could mainly fulﬁll a functional role within
the social interaction between human and computer. Watt sketches
in his paper on ‘The function of anthropomorphism in interfaces’
that there is no “theory of anthropomorphism as a psychological
phenomenon.” He considers that as problematic, and in his text he
provides a structure of combined knowledge form psychology, human-computer interaction and literature on anthropomorphism in
interaction, which could be useful in order to point out exactly in
what situation the function of an anthropomorphic interface would
be. What I consider as interesting is that he expects that the interaction of the future between human and computers, will be “more conversational and transactional.” Therefore he expects that “anthropomorphism is more likely to happen with or without the intervention of
the designer.” The systems we communicate with contain aspects of
importance when it comes to the actual interaction between human
and computer. These aspects are, based on the Watt-model: similarity with the real world, familiarity (with the elements), interaction
medium richness (what is the systems’ response), user’s knowledge
of the system structure (do I understand the possible consequences
of an action) and the social context of interaction (“bodily appearance does not really matter”).
It is human to react social to computers and that reaction will be
stronger when the computer reacts more sophisticated. In other
words, if the computer communicates using technologies humans
are familiar with, or recognize themselves in, the social connection
between computer and human will grow stronger. And that helps
us in understanding the machine we work with. For instance, if the
computer is able to use its own voice to communicate with the human, the relation becomes more elementary due to the human receiving “primary signals which have a link with our fundamental human characteristics.” Besides natural language, the use of the voice
and interactivity, also task replacement behavior are aspects that
are part of the set of fundamental characteristics. So which technologies make computers more human? •
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I do remember the
introduction of Mac OS
9, somewhere in the late
nineties. What I experienced as revolutionary
in the system was the
option to login using your
voice, via ‘voice-printing’. Although you would
consider this feature to be
potential security-wize, it
remained an option just
to use to showoff to your
Windows-friends “look
how cool, you can not
get into my computer”.
The fun was rapidly over
though, if you had a minor
cold and were not able
to get to your homework
which was behind that
voice-print barrier. Your
mood was also something
that could spoil the fun
and the work, agitated
pass phrases were not
excepted and when you
were hasty the system
also denied access.

We search for similarities with the real world when interacting with
for instance computers. At least, that is what the research of Watt
points out. And that is conﬁrmed by the look at my own computer.
What do I see there, a trash can on the screen of my computer? A
trash can that asks me for crying out loud wether it is okay to be
emptied? Where are we? Well, welcome at the Macintosh desktop
revolution! I do not know wether the desktop metaphor is the most
telling example of humanizing computes, but is the metaphor that
is largely ‘responsible’ for the success of the personal computer. It
was controllable with the mouse, you could select objects, drag them
around, put them in a trash, et cetera. It is the summum of userfriendlyness.
Funny to see that a corporation like Microsoft took the idea of the
desktop metaphor and went even further and changing it into a complete living room concept. Not only our documents were represented
on the desktop. At Microsoft they had the luminous idea to represent
even the dog on the desktop. In an interesting article on the website
of ‘Guidebookgallery’ about the failure of the true representation of
reality on your desktop the dog operating system (BOB) of Microsoft
is analyzed. I think that this is one of the few surprising products
Microsoft ever produced. Dog failed because nobody felt a connection with the world Microsoft created. The environment was so surreal, that even the human brain was not capable of overcoming the
metaphors represented as a substitute for the reality. Only children
liked the world of Microsoft’s dog, probably because there where
virtual characters with emotions and so on. It seemed like a game.
Something that -what I have learned from readings about interaction
and computing- is something unnecessary. Since humans can imagine a lot without getting it spelled out exactly. A sad message on the
screen accompanied by an unhappy Mac-icon communicats enough.
No barking dogs, or cartoon ﬁgures running around on my desktop.
Apple also has the inclination to go too far when it comes to faking
reality. Apple puts the elementary role of the designer aside when
it comes to create a simpliﬁed virtual world by using the potential
of abstraction. What Apple does is simply copy the real world, and
stress users of their operating systems with an overload of unnec-
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essary visual information: icon noise. Which distracts them from the
actual interaction with the machine. Marcin Wichary, author of another article on ‘Guidebookgallery’ describes it as follows “The journey
through time might help us rediscover the very essence and true purpose of icons – something that seems to have gotten lost during all
the technological advancements.” The similarity with the reality does
not matter, interaction with the objects on the screen does not ask for
precise copies of reality, but demands simple subtle non-confusing
abstracted objects. Which represent the idea behind it, not so much
itself or the visuality of the object. Creating conceptual understanding by communicating the similarities between reality and metaphor
would be sufﬁcient, one could question Apple’s intentions using the
maximum graphical possibilities for purely technical purposes: because it can.
Contradictory to what designers of operating systems think, the human being has a huge capacity for imagination. Spelling out everything on the screen and pointing out that an object is a speciﬁc object
by making it hyper realistic, is not the solution and it makes people
lazy. Reproducing the reality one-on-one within a virtual environment
is in comparison with abstraction even worse. Strangely enough oneon-one representing the reality on your desktop, seems to be the tendency due to emerging graphical technology. If I may refer to ‘The
Media Equation’ again, in the work of Nass & Reeves is stated that
only a little subtle reference is enough for human beings to imagine
a ﬁctional world behind it and take that as a substitute for the reality.
To put it into other words: it is totally ridiculous to create a living room
metaphor on your desktop, or to create an hard drive icon that looks
exactly like the hard drive as is present in your computer (since a lot of
users are not familiar with the object itself, and do not see the similarities between the real world and the ﬁctional virtual in their computer).
As Perry describes it in his essay: “an interface should show a lot of
similarities in its behavior in comparison with a human. It should not
be real, it should leave the impression to be real. That is sufﬁcient for
us humans.” The tendency of Apple and Microsoft (always reproducing bad imitations of what others do) is wrong, when it comes live up
to the rules of the ideal ‘Watt-proof’ anthropomorphic environment. If
similarity transits into hyper-reality, then the visual representation of
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the object in case becomes interfering noise. One pays attention to
the object and not to its functionality.
One of the most appealing ‘anthropomorphic’-technologies within human-computer interaction is the use voice-control. That rules out keyboard and mouse, the odd devices normally used to give the machine
speciﬁc input. From the perspective of this essay using voice input to
control the computer would mean adding an extra complex technical
layer within the communication between machine and human. In most
cases this layer is disturbing and functions as noise, and basically it is
only interesting when it would function similar to human-human communication. Actually this hyper-realistic human-computer interaction
is technically not efﬁcient enough to be more than just a funny option.
The use of a natural language to communicate between human and
machine is though interesting as a tool to do research with on interaction. From a technological perspective the words of Schneiderman
can be applied in the process of humanizing computers. Do not apply “attributions of intelligence to computers can deceive, confuse
and mislead users.” And that will lead to deception and users can
turn away or feel anxiety towards machines they do not know what
to expect from.
During my reading and in relation to the work done for my practical thematic project assignment, the ‘Turing-test’ came recursively up
as an interesting research example to human-computer interaction. I
have to mention it here, the more it is also discussed by Watt in his articles on ‘The functional role of anthropomorphism in interfaces’ and
‘Seeing things as people: anthropomorphism and theory of mind in
mixed societies’. Watts emphasizes the role of ‘Turing-testing’ within
the development of the model for applying anthropomorphism into
the interaction between human and computer. He formulates it like
this “they provide a framework for studying the ascription of a complex human quality, intelligence, to a machine.” Turing tests where
therefore to replace the question “can machines think”, by a practical
test between humans and machines (without letting the human know
that he or she was communicating with a machine). Variations of the
‘Turning-test’ translated to modern day computing, showed that it is
hard for humans have the tendency to identify with the anthropo-
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morphic objects in speciﬁc and not so much with the entire system,
being a computer. In that light the Dog on the screen which instructs
or informs you, does not represent for the user the entire computer.
Only an anthropomorphic object in a case which is the computer. We
have difﬁculties to distinguish objects framed in objects. Question
remains wether voice-technology has the future in human-computer
interaction. Nowadays it is implemented in mobile phones and Apple
has patents for their iPod with voice control. Is it the future? Or should
we reserve that for human-human interaction? Does it support the
anthropomorphic qualities within the interaction with computers?
Probably it does, since it has all the aspects of the ‘Watt-model’. Similarities with the real world, familiarity, et cetera. Again here comes
in that the technology is not good enough to see this as a serious
aspect within personal computer-human interaction. Norman is right
and again Harris and Loewen too. The technology is still under construction, therefore nowadays it functions as a layer of noise instead
of an enrichment in communication. Also mentioned here should
be the Eliza-project, by Joseph Weizenbaum. That perfectly shows
faked intelligence of computers within human-computer interaction.
Although he did not use voice-control, it points out exactly why humans need only a little to experience a lot. Humans do not need much
to believe in another reality. The Eliza-project shows the qualities of
smart programmed work and takes advantage of our desire for humanized computers. Communicating with ‘the little person’ within the
computer offers fun for hours and in that sense it can be compared
with the usefulness of the mentioned voice technology. Although I
need to distinguish here that in all cases (Turning-test, vocal- Turingtest and Eliza) the implications of the projects are more interesting
than the actual technology used within those projects or the direct
use of the outcomes in an one-on-one applicable technology of both
projects in a concrete manner that could enrich the human-computer
interaction. In my case it is about the way the machines in both projects suggest a lot, raise high user expectations and show insights in
human-computer communication and it proofs that interaction on a
social and emotional level is something that is far more important to
improve human-computer interaction with than purely using technological solutions for that purpose. •
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Mac OS 9 is dead, ofﬁcially dragged in a cofﬁn
-under the guidance of
solemn music- from the
stage where Steve Jobs
swam around in his realistically impossible aqua
world of jumping icons
and splashing windows on
a liquid deskbeach. It was
I think in June 2005 when I
experienced the same sad
feeling. After graduating I urged to buy a new
computer, but it felt differently. The machine wasn’t
mine. Working with it was
a whole other experience.
I was familiar with the particularities of the old one.
New machines seem to react different to new user.
Or at least, I was not used
to this new machine. What
I did on the old TiBook
with conﬁdence, I had
doubts about doing the
same things on the shiny
new one. I knew from the
last machine I couldn’t
do some things because
it was pretty certain that
the machine would crash.
After overcoming the fear
of trying, my actions on
the new machine weren’t
impressing it at all. I had
a bit of an anxiety for this
new apparatus.

All the aspects mentioned before: intelligence, social aspects of human-computer interaction, projection and emotions are strongly intertwined and should therefore not be treated separated; this paragraph is entirely devoted to those aspects.
Schneiderman is already mentioning in his writings the possible anxiety humans can have for machines. Seen from his perspective, that
has to do with the inevitable disappointment in the machine, since
user expectations are not fulﬁlled. The relation with the machine is
traumatized not so much by the phobic for intelligence, but actually
the lack of implemented intelligence. The anxiety for the machine
has to do with bad design, lack of emotions in the machine and the
low social level of interaction with the computer. This all caused by
the expectations of the anthropomorphism in the human-machine
interaction. What if machines were more developed and the anxiety
has not so much to do with the lack of intelligence? All the writings of
Watt, and others point out that the future human-computer interaction will be more and more based on human-human communication.
Anthropomorphism will be emphasized and not -as Schneiderman
wishes- be removed or less distinct present due to its primitiveness
and pervasiveness.
Anxiety is still the most fascinating aspect. Normally feelings of
anxiety come up when interacting with possible dangerous animals.
Since that is something that can only be done in the African wilderness, natural anxiety could be replaced by anxiety for mechanical
machines. Anxiety for something destructive, but something you
can expect from cognitive experiences. The anxiety in the world of
computing has much more to do with ‘not knowing what to expect’,
as Watt is describing it in his anthropomorphic model. I know from
my own experience that I was quite afraid of the terminal. I do not
see similarities with the real world, I can not see the structure of its
functioning, I can not estimate what ‘it’ is doing or what the consequences of a particular action will be, I am not familiar with the
elements of the environment and I do not see consequences that I
can compare with my already gained knowledge. Terminal anxiety.
Possibly fed by some bad experiences with a OS X beta version. Typ-
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ing ‘rm -rf /*’ did not really help me getting conﬁdence in the relation
with my computer.
To return again to the topic of anxiety in relation to human-computer
interaction on a more general level of intelligence and computing.
Having anxiety for objects that contain anthropomorphic aspects
(very often related to interaction, intelligence, social ‘skills’ and emotion), is called ofﬁcially anthropomorphobia. Even a word that does
not exists in the dictionary. Fearing objects you do not understand
is a logical natural reaction. As I described in the past paragraphs,
it is the behavior of the human with its massive brain capacities as
the most important weapon, to see relations in things and processes
and to understand what something is and how it works. We are constantly interpreting and (trying to) understand the world we interact
with that surrounds us. Overcoming the fear and bending that into a
positive aspect is another issue, I will not address here since this is
not something biological or physiological I want to describe here.
Anxiety because of anthropomorphism. Usability hero Norman thinks
that we should not be frightened by the recognizable human aspects
within machines, but more about the idea that these so called ‘intelligent technologies’ will take over and automatize tasks which will
normally supervised by or performed by humans. The anxiety is more
related to give out the control to the ideas of fake security. The machines and computers are not to blame here, actually it is the human
laziness that causes the danger in the cases of all kinds of smart
technology. Somehow that is related to what Schneiderman says
about the interaction between humans and computers. “Computers
can not think, computers are not human. So do no try to deceive
or mislead by suggest more real intelligence than there actually
is.” Noman is more concrete when it comes to pointing out which
technlogies are dangerous and where the interaction between human and computer fails, due to (again) something he describes as
“the capacity is there, but there is a lack of well considered design.”
Examples of failing interaction can mainly be found in automotive
technological development. It is the automatization of our daily lives
that scares him. Although letting machines perform tasks that are
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normally done by humans, increases the feeling of dealing with intelligent anthropomorphic systems which normally will be experienced
as something positive (see few paragraphs back), Norman deﬁnes
the latest intrusion of machines as “inﬁltrating apparatuses that inﬂuence our social ecosystem.” In other words, the technology blurs
the line between computer and human. What is our task as a human,
and what is the responsibility of the machine? Can we trust technology and do we want to anyway? He is just full of anxiety, leaving
those key-questions unanswered. •

When Mac OS 9 was still
living inside the box of
my Mac, there was much
more life in the machine.
Arrogant X is just handling and accepting all the
stupid things I do wrong.
Nothing is too much for
him (Bruce). OS 9 and
all the previous Operating Systems produced a
feeling, or were able to
express their feelings. If I
asked too much from the
machine, it simply started
to rattle. Applications
became sluggish and everything responded differently. Their was some kind
of secondary communication. You could ‘feel’ the
error coming up, before it
even popped-up: a level of
unintended communication. Mister X is able to do
120 processes simultaneously, without even
started to sweat, crack,
mumble, feeling sick or
couch. I can even shiftalt-close-all-windows in
slow motion, using all the
capacities, and still the
computer doesn’t give a
hick. Sometimes it feels
like something has died,
by uninstalling OS 9.

Anxiety is partially caused by the lack of expected or fear for artiﬁcial intelligence. Most people see the computer though as a ‘stupid’
piece of hardware, incapable of anything else than doing “dull little
tasks.” In that light the idea that the future of human-computer interaction should contain more emotion and should more social, is
interesting. Imagining that the computer is more than just “hardware
that could execute simple tasks”, is exiting and actually something
everyone wishes when working a lot with computers. When applications suddenly do crash oresomething unexpected happens the
anthropomorphic human behavior comes up and produces the statement that the ‘thing’ seems to live its own life. That idea supported by
the fact that UNIX computers do have an “own life” at night, brought
me toward the practical side of this thematic project. And I consider
it as appropriate to mention a few of the aspects addressed in the
installation and brought up in the past few paragraphs, here in this
speciﬁc text about projection and emotion.
Again the work Marvin Minsky is of interest here. His ‘Why people
think computers can’t’ sketches an interesting road-map for actual
possibilities of implementing, or using the intelligence of computers
fully. Besides the text of Minsky, I would like to refer to the book
of Norman ‘Emotional Design’ and in particular to some passages
in the chapter ‘Emotional machines’. Schneiderman’s opinion (“computers can’t think”) clashes in this case with the one from Minsky,
but that does not make Minsky’s essay less interesting. Intelligence
and unexpected structures within anthropomorphic systems can
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scare the users, as I described before. Minsky does not make an
actual difference between thinking and doing the thinking for the
human. He questions what thinking is. Humans think computers can
not do so. But humans also know that the computer is capable of
doing things without any hasitation, where humans have to think
about (like doing annoying calculations). That also addresses what
intelligence actually is and clearly shows that anthropomorphism
has a lot to do with projection, imagination and expectations. What
Minsky also addresses is that we should think of what the computer
is capable of doing, instead of looking what not. Anxiety and phobia
for these machines is nonsense; it is our own ignorance that produces that feeling. Everything the computer has to do in the future, is
pre-programmed and put in there by ourselves. As Minsky says “for
every task that can be executed, there should always be pre-programmed examples of what not to do in speciﬁc cases.” Something
that is quite a social behavior, human-like; that creates subconscious
situation comparing intelligence. All things not so impossible in the
nearby future. It is more the father of the wish that humans think
computers can not. It is the fear of an uncontrollable system that
fulﬁlls the human with anxiety. The idea that the decision making
process is taken out of hand of the human and that the intelligent
object is steering our behavior and is over-classing our only reason
we are on the top of the food chain: our brains. The born of a new
specie is at stake?
Norman has ﬁgured out that the future is centered around emotions.
Machine emotions. He is of course not wrong, since that seems to
be the tendency of science ﬁction of the nearby future these days.
Although all other researchers conclude the real life emotions are
not necessary within human-computer interaction in our daily lives,
Norman thinks that machine-emotions are the future. Maybe it is for
robotics, not so much for computers that are designed for executing
a set of tasks in speciﬁc. Is it something you look forward to, your
computer in tears because a folder is damaged? Since we react to
computers in a similar way as we do to humans, the computer should
not react emotional in response; that would not be constructive. The
machine should try to ‘understand’ the emotions of the human being
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its interacting with, and provide an appropriate respond. Like we try
to use our primitive cognitive knowledge to understand the computer
and interpret our environment. If computers would purely imitating
humans, that would be superﬁcial and that would be a bad appliance
of anthropomorphic qualities. •
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Conclusion
Not/a/conclusion

It has become a bit of a slalom trajectory, but I have to draw it
to a close here. I am aware of the essay rules and regulations,
about introducing new concepts in the conclusion. Therefore
this is simply not a conclusion but more the last closing paragraph of this essay: a glimpse of the future in emphasizing the
anthropomorphic aspects in human-computer interaction.
It is widely known that anthropomorphism is a positive and
inevitable factor in human-computer interaction, which asks
for improvement by better and more “user-centered” computer designs. The idea that computers in the future would
be distributed and invisible is something that I consider as
a pity. The idea that body-lessnes in social interaction is not
something that is seen as a problem, referring to the research
of Watt in the third paragraph, is a painful missing element in
human-computer interaction in the future. Human-computer
interaction is by nature social and emotional and that will be
even more emphasized. Splitting up the object of interaction
into tiny little invisible integrated instruments, makes the interaction more problematic on the social/emotional side. As I
described in my essay anthropomorphism is useful and physical interaction with the machine is vital in enriching the relation between human and computer. Just like the importance
of the human body and the body language in human-human
interaction. Creating an invisible computer, a computer that
is not an object with more or less ﬁxed boundaries, makes
the emotional attachment to the objectless-ness object problematic. So no ‘theory of mind’ future translated to the world
of computing, where a collection of brainless non-intelligent
objects form together a smart system. The interaction with
an object with anthropomorphic characteristics is something
that will seduce the average user, to make the ﬁrst step of
using it.
What I missed in the (ctrl-F) reading and research was the
hardware-part of the object. Every researcher points out that
everything is capable with todays hardware technology and
that the task has to be accomplished on the development
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of the software-side. Right and wrong. What I describe in
a little anecdote somewhere in between two paragraphs is
something I consider as interesting though. Part of the communication with the computer is ‘feeling’ what it does. Mac
OS X hides the option to experience wether the computer is
in good condition or not. OS 9 had the intention to become
sluggish, respond very very slow if something was planned
to go wrong in the nearby future. It was possible to feel and
hear the lack of memory, hard disk started to rattle and your
hearth started pumping faster. These emotions are gone
now, since the new system is capable of dealing with all my
stupidities at the same time. Humanizing computers is not
about putting a human ﬁgure or dog on the screen or a paperclip in the corner. Beside all that is mentioned above, it
is about physical senses and tactile aspects. Luckily my new
PowerBook is able to express itself on these hot summer
days, just by starting to electro sweat in the form of burning
my knees with its hot aluminum. I am happy with that, there
is still something left of that secondary level of physical body
language affect-like interaction between me and my computer. This all can be extended with the use of (accelerometer)
sensors which can also sense movement, or changes in the
environment which surrounds the computer.
Finally I can agree with the research done by Harris and
Loewen conclude in their essay and what Norman conﬁrms:
computers have the capacity to do so much more, and is not
so much the lack of bad designed hardware; it is the software that could empower the possibilities to fully use the
anthropomorphic characteristics of our future computers.
In addition to that presumable anxiety for anthropomorphic
aspects within human-computer interaction could be compared with being afraid of seeing yourself in the mirror. That
is considered to be a serious social/psychological illness
(anthropomorphobia). It has all to do with expectations and
in that light I even agree with Schneiderman’s argument used
against anthropomorphism. I expect a lot from the nearby future, I am curious and exited at the same time and maybe a
little scared! •
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Microsoft BOB: A failed attempt at introducing room-based GUI
http://www.guidebookgallery.org/guis/bob
Hard drive icons: now and then
http://www.actsofvolition.com/archives/2001/june/harddriveicons
On evolution of icons in graphical interfaces
http://www.guidebookgallery.org/articles/onethousandsquarepixelsofcanvas
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